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for movies, TV shows
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BY GEORGE LEVINES STAFF WRITER | Posted 2 days ago

Denzel Washington grabs a gold-rimmed shot glass off the bar in a Russian gang hangout,
slamming it into the right eye socket of an oncoming adversary as he makes short work of
dispensing with a whole group of ruffians.

“Nineteen seconds,” he says, clicking a stopwatch and noting with satisfaction the bodies
strewn around the bar floor.

It’s three seconds shy of his goal, but he’ll take it.

“The Equalizer,” released last Friday, was shot in the Boston area. But that shot glass — a
softer non-glass version of the real thing designed to protect the man receiving the shot to
the eye — was made in Beverly by the folks at North of Boston Studios.

The shop of Jason “J” Rodricks and Kellie Rau-Rodricks created 96 props for the action film
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Jason Rodricks
of North of
Boston Studios
stands near his
wall of tools
used in his
business that
provides props
for the sets of
movies and TV
shows.
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based on the 1980s television series of the same name. They recently opened up shop in
the back unit of warehouse space on Park Street.

“We signed a lease here with the hope that we would land a movie within a year,” Jason
said.

Two weeks later, the couple got a call from people working on “The Equalizer.”

Prop requests come in various shapes and sizes, the couple said.

Jason pulled out a silicone form of a severed finger and explained the process of creating
some kind of container to hold the silicone while it cures. Children of the ’60s and ’90s will
remember Mattel’s Creepy Crawlers, a toy that involved making rubbery bugs in forms not
dissimilar to those used by North of Boston Studios.

“It’s gotta be soft or it’s gotta be light,” Jason said, explaining most of the work a prop shop
does.

On the floor of the shop, a floppy layer of the pink rubber covered a tractor tire weighing
more than 100 pounds. When finished, the prop version — made by filling the mold with
foam — will tip the scales at a little more than 30 pounds, a much more manageable weight
for the actor who has to pick up the tire in “The Equalizer.”

The art director and prop master are in constant communication with the studio, sometimes
delivering requests on tight deadlines.

“It’s basically like you’re on call,” Kellie said.

The capabilities of North of Boston Studios expand beyond the world of movie sets and
props. Most of their work comes via word of mouth, “meeting all the right people at the right
time,” Jason said.

The pair complement each other, with Kellie performing much of the design and conceptual
work and helping to put the finishing touches on Jason’s various fabrications.

In addition to movie props, they often design and build commercial displays or trade show
booths and have an impressive residential portfolio, as well. Locals might recognize their
work around town: They created the sign that hangs above La Victoria Taqueria and the
modern retro build-out at Barrel House on Cabot Street.

In Boston, the studio has crafted displays for the popular sneaker shop, Bodega, and
constructed a replica of the Hood milk bottle for a 100-year anniversary at the Children’s
Museum.

The duo also mix themselves into the local arts, culture and business scenes on the North
Shore. They’re part of the Beverly Side Streets group, a collection of local business owners
working to reinvigorate the downtown area with public art and a DIY attitude.

North of Boston Studios recently hosted the Side Streets Beverly Bazaar. Local vendors set
up tables outside the workshop, while Jason Mower of Mowers Barber Shop cut hair.
Skaters cruised around the open parking lot, making use of ramps Jason Rodricks built for a
Vans display.



To date, the studio has worked on “The Equalizer,” an HBO miniseries adaptation of the
Pulitzer Prize winning “Olive Kitteridge,” featuring Bill Murray and Frances McDormand
slated for Nov. 2, a Reebok commercial, and most recently a yet-to-be-named Woody Allen
feature with Joaquin Phoenix.

While the cinematography portion of their business is just taking off, the pair hope to
someday get more involved with full set designs and, perhaps, even provide a location for
indoor set construction.

North of Boston Studios is part of United Scenic Artists Local 829. Hollywood is structured
such that union work takes precedent over any other. The goal for their studio is not to take
work away from other Local 829 members, Jason said.

Instead, they strive to work alongside other 829 members in an effort to keep the work for
movies being shot in the area from getting outsourced back to Hollywood.

“The idea is to keep it local,” Jason said. “There are so many talented people in New
England, and it’s such a photogenic place.”

George LeVines can be reached at glevines@salemnews.com, 617-942-1354 and
@rhymeswthgeorge.
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